Full-time opportunity for an Optician at Woodbridge Optometry located in Irvine, California.
Great Salary plus bonus and benefits.
Why you should apply
Woodbridge Optometry has an eye on the future! Are you an experienced optician with at least two
years of experience looking for a new opportunity to work in a tech-forward, busy, upscale, multi doctor
practice? Do you want to work in a rewarding environment with an extensive eyewear selection and
many exclusive premium collections?. If you want to take your career to the next level and join a topnotch practice in sunny California, this position is for you!
Leading news and tourism outlets consistently rank Irvine as one of the best places to live within the
United States, while the FBI has named it one of the safest cities in the country over the year. It’s a
family-oriented town full of sprawling bike paths and rows of pretty houses. Its local economy thrives
just as well as its 20,000 acres of green space, and the Pacific Ocean is only 10 miles away. It’s easy to
see why more than 200,000 people call it home and why millions of others visit each year. Living in
Irvine offers residents an urban suburban mix feel. In Irvine there are a lot of restaurants, coffee shops,
trail hiking and the great park. Many families and young professionals live in Irvine. The public schools in
Irvine are highly rated.
With miles of stunning coastline nearby, Irvine delivers the quintessential Southern
California experience and offers the unique opportunity for a relaxed and active lifestyle. There’s
something for everyone to enjoy all-year-round. Visitors and residents can explore iconic locations
including Disneyland, Knott’s Berry Farm, Buena Park, Newport Beach, and Balboa Island, to name a
few—or spend the day shopping and enjoying bustling restaurant scene. All the natural beauty
this picturesque city has to offer, and its proximity to Los Angeles and San Diego, make Irvine a prime
location to practice and a wonderful place to call home.
About Woodbridge Optometry
The goal of Woodbridge Optometry is to provide the highest quality of care possible to patients. For
over 40 years, this family-owned practice has served the residents and families of Irvine and the
surrounding communities. The practice meets all eye care needs specializing in comprehensive eye
exams, treatment of eye infections and ocular diseases, specialty contact lenses, surgical comanagement, and a strong medical focus.
Committed to helping patients gain the best vision through optimal eye health, this practice
uses advanced computerized technology to diagnose and treat a wide array of eye diseases.
Woodbridge Optometry is well-appointed with automated optical equipment and behind-the-scenes
functional technology and a large, beautiful dispensary with exclusive eyewear collections plus an onsite
lab to conveniently service patients with same-day glasses.
About the opening
Woodbridge Optometry has an opening for an experienced optician with at least two years of
experience, who is passionate about providing personalized and individualized care to ensure excellent
eye health and vision care for all patients. In this role, you’ll perform patient dispensing and eyewear
selections; coordinate with the doctors to provide the best solution for lenses and glasses for each
patient, you’ll review insurance benefits, make eyewear adjustments, contact lens training; and promote
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healthy vision by counseling and educating patients. A candidate who is an excellent optician with prior
experience in premium eyewear, lens designs, and insurance benefits will be an asset to the practice.
This is a unique opportunity to practice opticianry the way you see fit. You’ll be surrounded by highlyskilled and knowledgeable doctors. With many long-term employees, the practice environment
emphasizes a strong family-friendly team atmosphere. Woodbridge Optometry supports its employees
by encouraging growth and investing the time to ensure they enjoy their work.
To be successful in this role, you must demonstrate leadership, communication, and interpersonal skills,
as well as compassion for patient health and safety. The ideal candidate will want to continuously
develop skills through education and willing to integrate new techniques and innovations that improve
patient care and services.
Minimum qualifications include:
• An experienced optician with at least two years of experience
• Experience with vision insurance benefit calculations
Preferred skills include:
• Frame adjustment and minor repair
• Knowledge of Essilor and Shamir lens products
• Contact lens training
• Eyewear selection with premium collections
• Dispensing and measurement including progressive lenses
As a full-time employee of the practice, you’ll enjoy a range of benefits including:
•
Competitive base salary and bonus
•
Health insurance
•
Dental insurance
•
Paid sick and personal time off
•
Paid holidays
•
401k with employer matching contributions (after waiting period)
•
Malpractice insurance

For more information please email your resume to: scott@waldpro.com
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